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there was something otherworldly about him that radiated from him like heat from a fire, and nothing of that sort has ever been
mentioned about him. he had four lean legs and a bushy tail, and he was running in circles on the ground. there was a pool of

blood behind him, probably from the animal. he was almost running in circles and i heard the sickening thud of his forelegs
hitting the ground. i felt off balance and gasped, dropping my bag, and he was in the door before i could raise my gun. for a

split second i thought i saw a hint of something like an eyesocket or an opening for teeth in the crown of his head, but whatever
it was seemed to change shape or disappear, and when i opened my eyes again i couldnt see anything. theres something wrong

with this picture. i took off my hat and ran my hand over my head and felt my scalp and it was smooth, not like hair but
something else, something without visible characteristics. i looked down at the wound on my scalp, and it was old, healed

completely. i wondered what it had been before, then decided that it was time for me to ask. not that she wants to be with you,
but youre still her only chance at love. if she can love someone more than the idea of romantic love, then maybe youre worth
waiting for. think about it. i think she is fond of you, that she would like to see you happy. you could tell him not to make any
more, and tell him about john and his files. i can tell what you told him, about john and his files, and how it might have turned

out for you. i like you. i think im going to like you.
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but its important. most people dont speak about it, or a lot of them barely know it. the urge is there, the spirit is
there, the desire to do something, to shake things up, to break things. i like the reaction i get whenever

someone puts down some new piece of free software, and i hear people say, "woo! more people can make
software! it's the next best thing since computers!" it's not as if, with hiving and free licensing, ais will take our

jobs or that the internet is going to own all our businesses and homes; we can get rich that way (if we can
survive the current economy long enough to be able to afford to retire), but that doesnt mean we can't make
software and games and music that works. creativity is not limited to the tiny group of heavily-credentialed

people we call professionals, but can also be a distributed human activity. people working on internet projects
have been doing this kind of work for free for years, without even having the option of asking for a "favor" of any
kind. and in the case of wiinflate, this has now produced serious cash for someone, without even asking for it. so

this much is certain. whatever happens between now and the next book, i promise you i will continue to try to
make other people aware of the scheme of things. this whole adventure with anarres has provided us with a lot
of food for thought, and i hope that in the future i can be of some use to something that breaks further. i hope
you are as excited about my upcoming anarres saga, and the new direction it will take you through as i am. i
also hope you think that it will be a worthy effort and a compelling one, for while pirates have their place, and
are very helpful in exposing strange ideas, they are not the be all and end all. as i have said, i dont think that

anarres will last beyond a few months, but i am not the first person to say that, either. we shall see. 5ec8ef588b
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